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Introduction

This guide has been designed to help  
you tailor accessories for your chosen  
A5 model quickly and logically. If you  
wish, you can also go to audi.co.uk to  
view these accessories online.

Warranty

All of the accessories available on the  
A5 are covered by a 3-year warranty  
if they are ordered and included in  
the purchase price of the car at date  
of delivery. Any accessories ordered  
and installed after delivery include  
a 2-year warranty.

Where appropriate, all prices include  
fitting unless they require specialist 
installation or painting.

Please speak to your local Audi Centre  
for more information where an item  
is marked with a 
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Audi Accessories 

Choosing an Audi isn’t just 
a matter of deciding on the 
model you want; it’s about 
creating a car that suits you 
perfectly. To help you do that, 
we’ve developed a range of 
accessories that you can add to 
your vehicle, enabling you to 
customise it down to the last 
detail. Like your Audi, all these 
accessories are professionally 
crafted and produced to the 
highest possible standards.  
And they’re all available from 
your Audi Centre.
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19” x 9J ‘5-arm Hollow-spoke’ 
design alloy wheel, high-gloss  

turned finish, Silver, 
Part number: 8T0071499B8Z8

18’’ x 8.5J ‘10-spoke V’  
design alloy wheel with tyre,  

Part number: 8T0073017C8Z8 (left),
8T0073018C8Z8 (right)

19” x 9J ‘15-spoke Race’ 
design alloy wheel, high-gloss  

turned finish, Silver, 
Part number: 8T00714991ZL

19” x 9J ‘5-arm Hollow-spoke’ 
design alloy wheel, high-gloss  

turned finish, Anthracite, 
Part number: 8T0071499A4EE

Sport  
and design 

18” x 8.5J ‘5-arm Rotor’ 
design alloy wheel, gloss finish, dark, 

Part number: 8T0071498AZ49

A set of low-profile alloy wheels can 

dramatically affect the way your Audi 

looks, underlining its style and power 

out on the road. By reducing weight 

and dissipating brake heat, they can 

also influence the way it feels when 

you’re behind the wheel.

19” x 9J ‘5-arm Hollow-spoke’ 
design alloy wheel, high-gloss  

turned finish, Black, 
Part Number: 8T0071499CAX1

20” x 9J ‘5-arm Parabola’ 
design alloy wheel, high-gloss 

turned finish, Anthracite, 
Part number: 8T00714904EE

18’’ x 8J ‘5-parallel-spoke S’  
design alloy wheel with tyre,  

Part number: 8T0073017A8Z8 (left),
8T0073018A8Z8 (right)

Summer Winter
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Total RRP
inc VAT

18’’ x 8.5J ‘10-spoke V’ design alloy wheel with 245/40 R18 97V XL Dunlop SP Winter Sport 3D 
AO tyre (price shown is for single wheel and tyre only). Not suitable for snow chains**

left 

Right
n n n

8T0073017C8Z8
8T0073018C8Z8 £391.67 £470.00

18’’ x 8J ‘5-parallel-spoke S’ design alloy wheel with 245/40 R18 97V XL Dunlop SP Winter Sport 
3D AO tyre (price shown is for single wheel and tyre only). Can only be fitted to S5 models. Suitable 
for snow chains

left 

Right
n n n

8T0073017A8Z8
8T0073018A8Z8 £408.33 £490.00

Wheel storage bags for complete wheels. For assisting in the storage and protection of wheels 
outside their designated season. Contains set of 4 bags

n n n 4F0071156 £25.83 £31.00 
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

18” x 8.5J ‘5-arm Rotor’ design alloy wheel, gloss finish, dark. Excludes tyres, size required  
245/40 R18 (price shown is for single wheel only)

n n n 8T0071498AZ49 £287.50 £345.00

Anthracite n n n 8T0071499A4EE £451.67 £542.00

19” x 9J ‘5-arm Hollow-spoke’ design alloy wheel, high-gloss turned finish. Excludes tyres, 
size required 255/35 R19 (price shown is for single wheel only)

Silver n n n 8T0071499B8Z8 £451.67 £542.00

Black n n n 8T0071499CAX1 £451.67 £542.00

19” x 9J ‘15-spoke Race’ design alloy wheel, high-gloss turned finish, Silver. Excludes tyres,  
size required 255/35 R19 (price shown is for single wheel only)

n n n 8T00714991ZL £323.33 £388.00

20” x 9J ‘5-arm Parabola’ design alloy wheel, high-gloss turned finish, Anthracite. Excludes 
tyres, size required 265/30 R20 (price shown is for single wheel only)*

n n n 8T00714904EE £352.50 £423.00

Valve caps. With Audi logo n n n 4L0071215 £15.00 £18.00

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

*Not suitable for models with front-wheel 
drive and/or damper control.

**Cannot be fitted to S models

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to  
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

Sport  
and design

Summer

Winter

Fitting the correct seasonal tyres

will help your vehicle maintain

optimum performance and grip for

the conditions on the road. Winter

tyres are characterised by a special

rubber compound and profile,

which improves responsiveness,

braking effect and traction at lower

temperatures, on snow and in the

wet. Audi Genuine complete winter

tyres have been specially developed

for these conditions, so you can be

reassured that you’re best prepared

for the colder months. 

For the kinder seasons you'll find  

a collection of alloy wheels, tyres  

and accessories designed with style 

and functionality in mind.
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Front spoiler with bladeRear diffuser with blade Rear wing

Sport  
and design

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our 
range of accessories, please visit our 
website audi.co.uk/accessories

*Cannot be fitted to S line or S models.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Front spoiler with blade. Can be painted in body colour or a contrasting colour. Must be used in  
conjunction with the boot lid spoiler or rear wing*

n n n 8T00710539AX £320.83 £385.00

Rear side spoiler*
n n - 8T00716109AX £262.50 £315.00

- - n 8T80716109AX £236.67 £284.00

Side sills*
n n - 8T00716859AX £353.33 £424.00

- - n 8T80716859AX £332.50 £399.00

Rear wing (must be used in conjunction with front spoiler with blade) n - - 8T00716459AX £200.83 £241.00

Boot lid spoiler* (must be used in conjunction with front spoiler with blade)

n - - 8T0071645A9AX £190.83 £229.00

- - n 8T80716459AX £186.67 £224.00

- n - 8F00716459AX £185.00 £222.00

Rear diffuser with blade. Can be painted in body colour or a contrasting colour. Cannot be 
fitted to vehicles with a tow-bar*

4-cylinder n n - 8T0071620A9AX £291.67 £350.00

6-cylinder n n - 8T0071620B9AX £291.67 £350.00

4-cylinder - - n 8T80716209AX £279.17 £335.00

6-cylinder - - n 8T8071620A9AX £301.67 £362.00

A body-styling kit is the perfect way to 

give your A5 a lower, more aggressive 

stance. A front spoiler and rear 

diffuser promote a muscular, solid 

appearance, while a streamlined rear 

spoiler makes for a sportier finish.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Chrome grille trim* n n n 8T00713602ZZ £76.67 £92.00

Chrome mirror housings. Can only be fitted on vehicles with lane assist
Left n n n 8T0857527C3Q7 £180.00 £216.00

Right n n n 8T0857528C3Q7 £180.50 £216.00

Stainless steel tailpipe trims. Enhances the exterior appearance and styling of the 
twin rear tailpipes. For 4 cylinder models.

4-cylinder, not 2.0 TFSI n n n 8K0071761 £72.50 £87.00

2.0 TFSI only n n n 8K0071762 £110.83 £133.00

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our 
range of accessories, please visit our 
website audi.co.uk/accessories

*Cannot be fitted to S line or S models.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

Sport  
and design

Boot lid spoiler Stainless steel tailpipe trimsChrome grille trim
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Roof bars. Provide a stable base for a variety of touring attachments and incorporate an anti-theft  
locking mechanism

n - - 8T0071126 £165.83 £199.00

- - n 8T8071126 £170.83 £205.00

Ski and luggage box, lockable. The 450l and 480l boxes can be opened from both sides.  
The 3 different capacities given to the right are approximate. Must be used in conjunction  
with roof bars

370l n - n 8P0071175 £319.17 £383.00

450l n - n 000071174B £336.67 £404.00

480l n - n 4L0071175 £402.50 £483.00

Ski and snowboard holder, small. A lockable device for convenient transportation of up to 4 pairs 
of skis or 2 snowboards. Must be used in conjunction with roof bars

n - n 4F9071129D £73.33 £88.00

Ski and snowboard holder, large. A lockable device for convenient transportation of up to 6 pairs  
of skis or 4 snowboards. Must be used in conjunction with roof bars

n - n 4F9071129E £72.50 £87.00

Pull-out ski and snowboard holder. Includes a pull-out action for ease of loading and unloading  
skis or snowboards. Holds up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Must be used in conjunction with 
roof bars

n - n 4L0071129 £133.33 £160.00

Roof bars Ski and luggage box, 450l Ski and luggage box, 480l

Transport 
and touring

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

We’ve developed a whole range of 

transport and touring accessories 

so you can take full advantage of 

the great outdoors. Whether you’re 

heading to the track, water or slopes, 

this comprehensive selection of 

equipment enables you to bring 

along all the kit you’ll need.
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Cruise controlKayak holder Tow-barTow-bar bicycle carrier
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Bicycle holder. Specially shaped aluminium profile, frame bicycle holder made from powder-coated steel.  
It is also fully lockable. Must be used in conjunction with roof bars

n - n 8T0071128 £91.67 £110.00

Kayak holder. Specially developed to enable the transportation of a 1-person kayak weighing up to 25kg.  
Must be used in conjunction with roof bars

n - n 4F0071127 £69.17 £83.00

Tow-bar bicycle carrier. For carrying up to 2 bikes weighing up to 50kg (extension available to carry a third 
bike). Lockable and also swivels to allow boot access. Must be used in conjunction with tow-bar

n n n 8R2071105 £319.17 £383.00

Cooling bag. Approximately 12 litres, in Audi design with Peltier technology powered by the 12V socket. 
Cooling to maximum of 200C below ambient temperature

n n n 4L0065402 £137.50 £165.00

Cruise control. For maintaining a constant speed when set above 25mph. Please contact your Audi Centre  
for details and availability of cruise control for your A5

n n n Various Please consult your Audi 
Centre for pricing

Tow-bar. Please contact your Audi Centre for details of tow-bars for your A5 n n n Various Please consult your Audi 
Centre for pricing

Transport 
and touring

– = Not available
• = Available

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Preparation for Rear Seat Entertainment for retro-fitting. If you haven’t ordered factory-fitted Rear Seat 
Entertainment (9WQ or 9WM) you can retro-fit the wiring set and the seat preparation. Additionally you’ll 
need either the single player package or the double player package. This package includes one holder for 
mobile devices

- - n 8K0051700B Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

Mounting for Rear Seat Entertainment devices for retro-fitting. Available in black, beige or  
grey to match seat backs - - n 4L0051745 C/E/D Please consult your 

Audi Centre for pricing

Rear Seat Entertainment – single player package. Fitted to the back of the front seats. The package 
includes one detachable DVD player/9-inch display that can be used both inside and outside the car.  
The front seat is fitted with the mounting and power connection for the DVD player, for when the 
entertainment system is used inside the A5. Includes individual remote control, carry case, tabletop stand, 
ear plugs, battery, mains plug with various adaptors (Australia, UK, USA and ECE), operating instructions in 
ten languages and bonus DVD (including various Audi items). Only in combination with factory-fitted Rear 
Seat Entertainment (9WQ or 9WM) or retro-fitted Rear Seat Entertainment. Player package doesn’t include 
the mounting for mobile end devices

- - n 4G0051700 Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

Holder for mobile devices (for single player package) - - n 4G0063747 Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

Rear Seat Entertainment – double player package. Please see Rear Seat Entertainment – single player 
package. Package includes two holders for mobile devices. Only in combination with factory-fitted Rear 
Seat Entertainment (9WQ or 9WM) or retro-fitted preparation for Rear Seat Entertainment

- - n 4G0051700B Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

Communication  
and 
entertainment

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

Rear Seat Entertainment – double player packageRear Seat Entertainment – single player package

Audi Entertainment Mobile, the new 

generation of rear seat entertainment, 

makes travelling in an Audi even more 

enjoyable. The large monitor includes 

a built-in DVD player and a variety 

of input methods so, even on long 

journeys, you’ll always have plenty  

to choose from.
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Bluetooth headphones Audi Music InterfaceAudi Music Interface

Communication 
and 
entertainment 

–– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Bluetooth headphones. Can be easily linked with the Audi Entertainment mobile for a magnificent wireless sound 
experience for up to 15 hours. Comes with rechargeable batteries and a storage bag featuring the Audi logo

n n n 4H0051701B £83.33 £100.00

Audi Music Interface, for retro-fitting. Universal connection for use with stereo audio sources and iPod 
generation 4 onwards. Provides intuitive control of an iPod through the MMI and multi-function steering wheel. 
It also replicates the iPod display on the screen, including track titles. The interface provides power for an iPod 
as well as a convenient rubberised storage tray. Can only be fitted to vehicles with DVD Satellite Navigation, or 
vehicles with Concert radio or Symphony radio built after 26 May 2008. The adaptor cable is included in the price

n n n Various Please consult your  
Audi Centre for pricing

 
Adaptor cables for use with Audi Music Interface: 

iPod adaptor cable. Allows iPods and iPhones to be connected to Audi Music 
Interface. Provides power and intuitive control of the device through the MMI and 
multi-function steering wheel

Single cable n n n 4F0051510K £27.50 £33.00

Pack with USB cable n n n 4F0051510P £45.00 £54.00

3.5mm stereo jack adaptor cable n n n 4F0051510F £23.33 £28.00

USB adaptor cable. Provides power and intuitive control of the device through the 
MMI and multi-function steering wheel

n n n 4F0051510G £23.33 £28.00

Mini USB adaptor cable. Provides power and intuitive control of the device through 
the MMI and multi-function steering wheel

n n n 4F0051510H £23.33 £28.00
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Mobile phone adaptor cradle – Nokia 6300 Universal phone cradleMobile phone adaptor cradle – iPhone 3G

Communication 
and 
entertainment 

– = Not available
• = Available

*Handsets compatible with this cradle can 
only be connected using the Bluetooth 
interface function.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Mobile phone adaptor cradles. For the factory-fitted mobile phone preparation – Low. Allows you to  
use mobile phone preparation – Low, charge the handset and optimise reception by connecting to the car 
antenna located on the roof of the car. Available for Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson, Apple and Blackberry. 
Please consult your Audi Centre for details

n n n Various Please consult your Audi 
Centre for pricing

Remote SIM Access Profile Bluetooth adaptor cradle. An enhancement of the factory-fitted option mobile 
phone preparation – Low. It enables mobile phone handsets to connect to the phone preparation via 
Bluetooth Remote SIM Access Profile (rSAP). When handsets are connected, the cradle enables the use of  
the external GSM car antenna and deactivates the handset antenna in order to minimise GSM radiation in 
the car and handset battery consumption. The handset is put into standby mode so battery power drain is 
minimal. Once connected, the cradle links to the handset automatically and details of up to 4 handsets can  
be saved. Only handsets with Bluetooth rSAP functionality are compatible with this cradle (only compatible 
with 2G mobile phone preparation – Low)

n n n 8P0051440A £370.83 £455.00

Universal Phone cradle – Description for the cradle below, the cables are used in conjunction but sold 
separately. Mobile phone tray with integrated aerial coupler for connecting a mobile phone to the external 
aerial. Includes USB socket for charging the mobile phone (different USB charging adaptors for specific 
mobile phones are available optionally). Can only be used in conjunction with the Bluetooth mobile phone 
preparation with base plate in the centre armrest

n n n Various £79.17 £95.00

USB charging adaptor for mobile phones with 2mm jack plug (e.g. Nokia models) n n n 8V0051435 £27.50 £33.00

USB charging adaptor for mobile phones with Sony Ericsson Fastport socket n n n 8V0051435A £22.50 £27.00

USB charging adaptor for mobile phones with Apple dock connector e.g. iPhone 4 (not iPhone 5) n n n 8V0051435B £27.50 £33.00

USB charging adaptor for mobile phones with micro USB socket (straight connector) n n n 8V0051435C  £22.50 £27.00

USB charging adaptor for mobile phones with micro USB socket (angled connector) n n n 8V0051435D £22.50 £27.00
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Autoglym LifeShine. Professionally applied system of treatments to help protect and enhance the interior 
and exterior materials of your A5. Lifeshine comes with a comprehensive lifetime warranty, protecting your 
car during ownership. Also includes a comprehensive car care kit containing a wide range of Autoglym car 
care products for you to keep your A5 in excellent condition

n n n ZGB000096335D Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

Comfort and 
protection

Autoglym LifeShine is the perfect 

way to help enhance and protect 

the exterior and interior of your 

Audi. Autoglym LifeShine products 

protect paint finishes, leather or 

cloth upholstery and carpets. These 

products must be professionally 

applied by trained technicians at an  

Audi Centre.

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Total RRP
inc VAT

Front mud flaps. Protect the underbody, bumpers and rear of the A5 from severe dirt and stone impacts. 
Also reduces spray water*

n n n 8T0075111 £75.00 £90.00

Rear mud flaps. As above*
n n - 8T0075101 £75.00 £90.00

- - n 8T8075101 £75.00 £90.00

Luggage compartment liner – flexible. High-edged, water-tight, flexible foam liner which perfectly fits the 
A5 luggage compartment and keeps it clean

n - - 8T0061160 £36.67 £44.00 

- n - 8F0061160 £36.67 £44.00 

- - n 8T8061160 £36.67 £44.00

Luggage compartment liner – semi-rigid. As above but made from stiffer, stronger, wipeable plastic
n - - 8K5061180 £54.17 £65.00

- - n 8T8061180 £54.17 £65.00

Rear bumper protection film. Scratch-proof transparent film that protects the rear bumper’s boot-loading  
lip from damage and scratches when loading and unloading*

n - - 8T0061197 £75.00 £90.00

- - n 8T8061197 £75.00 £90.00

Car care products. The Audi range of cleaning and care products. These products are specially tailored for 
high quality materials and are suited for the exterior and interior maintenance of your A5

n n n Various Please consult your 
Audi Centre for pricing

 

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

*Cannot be fitted to S line or S models.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

Comfort and 
protection

Luggage compartment liner – flexibleFront mud flaps

Whether it’s mud from your 

passengers’ feet or scratches from 

loading luggage, your Audi has to 

resist potential damage every day. 

Fortunately, we’ve developed these 

accessories to provide the best 

possible protection at all times.
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Premium textile front carpet mats with A5 logo Front rubber floor mats with A5 logo Seat-mounted coat hanger

Comfort and 
protection

– = Not available
• = Available

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Premium textile front carpet mats with A5 logo, in black with silver piping and logo, made from high  
quality, hard-wearing velour

n n n 8T2061275MNO £44.17 £53.00

Premium textile rear carpet mats. As above, no logo
n n - 8T0061276MNO £26.67 £32.00

- - n 8K0061276MNO £26.67 £32.00

Front rubber floor mats with A5 logo. Durable and easy-to-clean front rubber floor mats protect the  
vehicle interior from dirt and moisture

n n n 8T2061501041 £26.67 £32.00

Rear rubber floor mats. As above, no logo
n - - 8T0061511041 £18.33 £22.00 

- - n 8K0061511041 £18.33 £22.00 

Seat-mounted coat hanger. Secured to the front seat head rest and ideal for hanging suits and jackets.  
When the hanger is installed a passenger cannot be seated directly behind it - - n 4L0061127 £17.50 £21.00
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inc VAT

Audi baby seat ISOFIX base. For use with Audi baby seat n n n 4L0019900AEUR £166.67 £175.00†

Audi baby seat. Child seat for ECE Group 0/0+, up to 13kg or approx 15 months. Fastened using the  
3-point seat belt. Includes adjustable harness and headrest for added comfort, protective sun screen, 
adjustable carry handle and breathable cover. Audi baby seat ISOFIX base is recommended with this  
option. Available in black/orange and black/silver

n n n 4L0019900/1EUR* £166.67 £175.00†

Audi child seat with ISOFIX. Child seat for ECE Group I, 9-18kg or approx 12 months - 4 years. The seat 
includes built-in ISOFIX anchor points which provide easy and secure installation to Audi models built with 
ISOFIX. Can also be fastened using the 3-point seat belt. Includes adjustable harness, adjustable seating 
position, comfortable shoulder pads and breathable cover. Available in black/orange and black/silver

n n n 4L0019902/3EUR* £271.43 £285.00†

Audi youngster child seat. Child seat for ECE Group II-III, 15-36kg or approx 3.5 - 12 years. Fastened  
using the 3-point seat belt. The seat has an adjustable base width and adjustable back rest width with  
a size viewing panel for optimal adjustment. The seat base and backrest can be folded inwards for easy 
transport and storage. The comfortable cover is both breathable and cushioned. Available in black/orange 
and black/silver

n n n 4L0019904/5A* £228.57 £240.00†

Rear seat storage bag. Attachable to the back of the driver or front passenger seat and ideal for storing  
and transporting items typically left in the rear footwells, such as maps or children’s toys. The bag can be 
folded up and removed quickly and easily

n n n 00A087000 £38.33 £46.00

Family

Look after all the members of your 

family – and their belongings – on 

every trip you make together. An 

Audi-supplied child seat will keep your 

child safe and comfortable during your 

journey, while a specially designed 

rear-seat storage bag is a simple way 

to organise your possessions.

– = Not available
• = Available

†Child seats priced with 5% VAT.

*Indicates a choice of colours which can be 
confirmed by your Audi Centre.

**Image shown has been fitted with an 
ISOFIX base available separately.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

Audi youngster child seatAudi baby seat** Audi child seat with ISOFIX
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Rear-seat storage bag RECARO profi plus RECARO young expert plus RECARO young sport

Family

RECARO are experts in producing 

seats for the world of motorsport, 

where precision and protection are 

key. And because there’s nothing 

more important to you than your 

child’s comfort and safety, we’ve 

taken just as much care in developing 

and selecting our range of RECARO 

child seats for your A5.

– = Not available
• = Available

*Indicates a choice of colours which can be 
confirmed by your Audi Centre.

†Child seats priced with 5% VAT.

RRP – Recommended Retail Price.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

RECARO ISOFIX base. For use with RECARO profi plus and RECARO young expert plus child seats n n n ZGB000061649 £62.50 £75.00†

RECARO profi plus. Child seat for ECE Group 0/0+, up to 13kg or approx 15 months. Fastened using  
the RECARO ISOFIX base or the 3-point seat belt. Seat cover is made from microfibre for extra comfort.  
Available in black/silver, black/aquavit and grey/pepper

n n n ZGB000061646A/D/E* £95.83 £115.00†

RECARO young expert. Child seat for ECE Group I, 9-18kg or approx 9 months – 4.5 years. Fastened using 
the 3-point seat belt. Seat cover is made from microfibre for extra comfort. Available in black/aquavit and 
grey/pepper

n n n ZGB000061645D/E* £112.50 £135.00†

RECARO young expert plus. Child seat for ECE Group I, 9-18kg or approx 9 months – 4.5 years. Fastened 
using the RECARO ISOFIX base or the 3-point seat belt. Available in black/silver, black/aquavit and  
grey/pepper

n n n ZGB000061647A/D/E* £137.50 £165.50†

RECARO young sport. Child seat for ECE Group I-III, 9-36kg or approx 9 months – 12 years. Fastened  
using the 3-point seat belt. Seat cover is made from microfibre for extra comfort. Includes a 5-point  
safety harness for use with ECE Group I children. Available in black/silver, black/aquavit and grey/pepper

n n n ZGB000061648A/D/E* £137.50 £165.00†
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Safety  
and security

A range of tracking devices has  

been developed and approved by  

Audi for your A5. These products  

give you extra reassurance and 

increase the chance of retrieving  

your car if it is stolen.

– = Not available
• = Available

To see the latest developments in our range 
of accessories, please visit our website  
audi.co.uk/accessories

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Audi CobraTrak Plus. Thatcham Category 6 rated tracking device that uses GPS, GSM and GPRS technology 
to accurately pinpoint the location of a vehicle across 36 European countries and Russia in the event of the 
vehicle’s theft. Price shown includes installation and one year’s subscription to the CobraTrak service

n n n ZGB000054200A £408.33 £490.00

Web-based upgrade package for Audi CobraTrack Plus. This enhanced version of Audi CobraTrak Plus 
offers the following additional functionality: real-time vehicle location via a simple password-protected 
web application, geofence facility where alerts are set relative to vehicle movement in and out of a user 
definable area (entering, leaving or both). To avoid generating false alerts, there’s a self-set transport 
mode – ideal when travelling by ferry for example – and a garage mode when the vehicle is being serviced. 
A fixed annual subscription applies, with no SIM usage charges

n n n
Upgrade to:
ZGB000054200A £39.17 £47.00

Audi CobraTrak 5. Thatcham Category 5 approved tracking device that provides the highest level of 
vehicle security. Audi CobraTrak 5 uses GPS and GSM technology to provide seamless tracking and recovery 
across 36 European countries and Russia in the event of the vehicle’s theft. Also includes automatic driver 
recognition cards and remote engine immobilisation. Price shown includes installation and one year’s 
subscription to the CobraTrak 5 service

n n n ZGB420054999A £843.33 £1,012.00

Second year subscription fees:

Audi CobraTrak Plus £118.33 £142.00

Audi CobraTrak Plus with web based upgrade package £154.17 £185.00

Audi CobraTrak 5 £179.17 £215.00

Audi CobraTrak Plus
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Part number Basic RRP
Total RRP
inc VAT

Locking wheel bolt set. Freely rotating ring prevents the wheel bolts from being opened using a gripping  
tool. For replacement or spares

n n n 4F0071455 £35.83 £43.00

Rear acoustic parking. Aids parking with acoustic warning which is activated when reverse gear is engaged. 
Distance is measured by 4 ultrasonic sensors located discreetly in the bumper. Distance from an obstacle  
is indicated by intermittent beeps at decreasing intervals. Can be painted to match the exterior colour of  
your A5

- n - 8R0054630 £333.33 £400.00

n - n 8T0054630A £341.67 £410.00

LED torch light. Pocket size LED torch featuring the Audi logo. Can be recharged using the cigarette lighter 
or 12V socket on your car

n n n 4F0947175 £17.50 £21.00

 

Safety  
and security

– = Not available
• = Available

RRP – Recommended Retail Price. 

VAT is calculated at 20% but this may alter to 
reflect any change in the applicable VAT rate.

Locking wheel bolt set Rear acoustic parking LED torch light
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Notes
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